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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a study on prosody modeling for speech 

synthesis. Any Text to Speech system comprises of two phases. 

One is text analysis and second is speech synthesis. The task of 

text analysis is to find the words and the task of speech 

synthesis is to generate the speech. To attain this, different 

models are available such as text as language models, 

grapheme to phoneme models, full linguistic analysis model 

and complete prosody generation model. In complete prosody 

generation model, the quantities like phrasing, stress and the 

like are determined to generate naturalness bearing synthetic 

voice. Towards generating such a speech, an explicit prosodic 

model is required. This makes the speech more understandable. 

Many researches have been done in this stream, but still better 

solution is required. In this paper, the strength and weaknesses 

of different approaches of prosody models are discussed.  
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1.   INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, researches have been done to provide high 

quality synthetic speech with no compromising in terms of 

naturalness and intelligibility in Text to Speech systems. The 

prosodic information significantly contributes for the quality of 

synthetic speech in TTS. So the modeling of prosody plays a 

vital role when Text to Speech systems of high quality is 

expected. The necessity for striving on prosody modeling is 

quite interesting. The process of conversion of Text-to-Speech 

can be achieved easily. But, inclusion of prosodic information 

makes it sensible by providing naturalness as human voice and 

thereby makes human computer interaction more likely.  

Prosody modeling is devised to model the following 

constituents of prosody: duration, intonation and phrasing. The 

rule based approach and the corpus based approach are the two 

major approaches for prosody modeling. In the rule based 

approach, linguistic experts derive a complicated set of rules to 

model prosodic variations by observing natural speech. In the 

corpus based approach, speech corpus specially designed and 

annotated with various levels of prosodic information is used. 

The corpus is analyzed automatically to create prosodic models 

which are then evaluated on test data. Based on the 

performance of the test data, the models are improved. In [6], 

the work by N.Sridhar Krishna et al., mentioned that the 

challenge in prosody modeling is the consideration of various 

parameters like syllables for duration model as it contributes 

for sufficient duration information and from [7] phonemes for 

intonation model contributes for pitch pattern. Thus, prosody 

modeling significantly accounts for producing natural sounding 

synthetic speech in speech processing applications. 

2. PROSODY IN TTS 
Prosody is an important aspect of speech that helps to maintain 

expressiveness and intelligibility in speech synthesis systems 

Prosodic components are Pitch, duration, accent and phrasing. 

In [2], G.L. Jayavardhana Rama et al. developed a complete 

Text-to-Speech system. The system was designed for Tamil 

language. Attempts have been made to make the speech natural 

and provided good synthesis for alien words. One of the 

prosodic components, pitch marking was studied and this 

information was used to concatenate speech at synthesis. A 

preliminary TTS for Tamil language was developed by 

(G.L.Jayavardhana Rama et al., 2001) insist the need for 

prosody. In [1] syllable was used as basic unit in concatenative 

speech synthesis process that helps to provide better prosody. 

3.  PROSODY MODELING 
Prosody modeling is the process of building computational 

models to produce prosodic variations in synthesized speech 

automatically. Many methods that contribute to prosody in 

speech exist. Examples are: 

Rule based methods, which involve manual analysis of 

segment durations. But it does not work for large amount of 

data. This method depends on linguistic and phonetic literature 

about the factors that affect duration of the units (segments, 

syllables or phones). In general, rule based methods are 

difficult to study, due to complex interaction among the 

linguistic features at various levels. 

Statistical data-driven methods are attractive when compared to 

rule based methods. This method works when large 

phonetically rich sentences are present in the corpora. This 

method is based on either parametric or non-parametric model 

that uses probability or likelihood functions. 

Hybrid approach uses a combination of both rule based and 

statistical method and offers better prosodic model. 

 

3.1 Rule based prosody model 
Rule based models are prescriptive in nature and based on 

implicit or explicit knowledge base. This approach has very 

distinct nature. In [10], Ovidiu Buza et al. quoted that the rules 

are needed to be concerned at various stages like text 

processing stage, speech signal processing stage and rules that 

adhere to languages. In text processing stage, explicit phonetic 

rules must be developed for syllable detection, prosodic 

information retrieval and text processing. In Speech signal 

processing stage, speech segmentation is an important task that 

must be carried out. (Ovidiu Buza et al., 2010) used Speech 

segmentation that includes SUV segmentation, regions 

detection and phonetic segmentation. The phonetic 
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segmentation uses special association rules to realize a 

coincidence between phonetic groups and regions detected. 

Problems with rule based approach. 

 

Even though, explicit rule sets are defined, coverage of 

syllables is very limited. The rule sets are not complete, so it 

lacks 100% correct syllable detection and offers only up to 

98% of correct syllable detection. 

Comments 

Rule based approach has to be designed adhering to linguistic 

features of the language concerned. This approach does not 

ensure feasibility for multilingual speech systems. 

3.2 Likelihood based prosody model. 

In general, the task of prosody model in concatenative TTS is 

to predict pitch, duration and energy value either in explicit 

form or in implicit form. In probability based prosody model, 

models are built to give prosody predictions. In [4], six models 

were built namely prosody target model, prosody transition 

model, duration target model, duration transition model, energy 

target model and energy transition model. All the models are 

trained corresponding to a context dependent decision tree and 

data that are clustered in each leaf are taken as Gaussian 

mixture. In [5], a decision tree Ti was used and are traversed in 

regard to the context of the node to get the corresponding 

Gaussian mixture M l where l indicates the lth leaf under 

decision tree Ti.   The minus log of the likelihood is defined as 

the cost of the candidate x to Ti, given the context.  

     𝐶  xi ׀Mi

1
 = −𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃(xi ׀Mi

1
) 

The calculated costs with their weights are called target cost 

and transition cost. 

Problems with likelihood  

 Cost can be smaller than zero. 

 Each Gaussian mixture is to optimize the output 

locally but not globally. 

 Hard to tune, the weights for different models. 

Comments. 

Rich language specific skills are required for the weight tuning. 

Cost factor cannot hold negative value and it becomes invalid 

when it is less than zero. This method lacks optimization. 

3.3 Posterior based prosody model 

In [5], posterior probability is defined as P (Mi
l| xi). The 

following formula is used to calculate the posterior probability 

value.  

𝑃(Mi
(xi׀1 =

P(xi Mi׀ 
1)P(Mi
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The cost function Cnew can be greater than zero since both the 

numerator and denominator are positive and numerator is 

always smaller than denominator and definitely gives the value 

greater than zero. So, it is assured that the posterior probability 

can achieve global optimization better than likelihood function.  

Problems with posterior based model 

Real data sets in limited range only use this approach. 

Comments 

Posterior probability is less applicable for real data sets but 

reduces the negative impacts of the over-train issues and 

weight adjustment issues.  The experimental results obtained 

by (Wei Zhang et al., 2009) shows posterior probability based 

prosody model has greater advantages on robustness, flexibility 

and overall quality when compared to likelihood function 

based model. 

3.4   Hybrid model 

The hybrid model is a combination of both rule based and 

statistical model based approach. CART is a hybrid model 

widely used for prosody modeling. As the earlier work was 

done using pre-clustering the syllables based on their position 

in the word. Results of listening tests show that pre-clustering 

is inadequate. In [8], (Ashwin Bellur et al., 2011), in his work 

used a cluster unit framework based on clustering the syllables 

of same type, preferring a set of higher level prosodic and 

phonetic features. As a part of this, CART is used and acoustic 

distance measure is defined to distinguish between syllables. 

First, the syllable set is defined and then the features are 

selected. The choice of features must be selected in such a way 

that they enable gross acoustic properties of the syllables are 

captured. 

In [8] the acoustic distance measure is calculated, using this 

and feature set, a decision tree CART was built. As a result, the 

decision tree predicts whether the phrase boundary exist after 

the word. In [8] a new feature say morpheme tag was used to 

identify the phrase boundary predictions. Two synthesizers, 

one with manually marked phrase boundaries and other with 

the facility of automatically predicting the phrase boundaries 

using decision tree were used and MOS test was conducted and 

observed that the synthesizer that automatically predicts the 

phrase boundaries are fairly good when compared to one which 

annually predicts the phrase boundaries. In [18] , a data-driven 

modeling of three fundamental features F0, intensity and 

segmental duration using CART based approach was tried for 

Czech language speech system and were able to achieve better 

assessment of intonation. This model relies on separate CART 

tree for each phoneme and this may not work for large corpus 

systems. 

Problems with hybrid model. 

Morpheme tags need to be listed out separately for each 

language especially for the languages that lacks punctuation.  
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Comments. 

Hybrid model takes the advantage of both rule based and 

statistical approaches but it has to be further analyzed whether 

it is applicable for TTS that suits as many languages as 

possible.  

3.5 Prosody model and HMM based 

synthesis  

Hidden Markov Model is one of the best models currently in 

use for most of the speech synthesis systems. In [17], the 

drawback of current HMM was stated that it lacks variations in 

prosodic parameters. To overcome the drawback, an improved 

HMM based synthesis approach was proposed that uses 

linguistic oriented approach through which high level linguistic 

features can be extracted from the text, so that the quality of 

prosody modeling can be improved. In [20], it has been 

highlighted, the use of a combination of an explicit and implicit 

duration model helps to improve the quality of speech in HMM 

based speech synthesis systems. 

4. OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS OF 

PROSODY MODEL 

In [12], it has been developed a method for modeling and 

generating the prosodic component, pitch using Hidden 

Markov model. This method uses S-CART for predicting 

prosodic breaks and U-CART for generating pitch contour. In 

[13], HMM models combined with ANN models were 

discussed by (Hung-Yan GU et al., 2010) to promote 

simultaneously both prosodic and acoustic fluencies. In [14], 

Maximum entropy based automatic prosody labeling 

framework that exploits both language and speech information 

was addressed. In  [15] , it has been demonstrated a prosodic 

feature extraction tool to identify regional Tamil dialects by 

monitoring the parameters duration, F0 and other important 

values like range, movement and slope. It is important to 

consider all these methods and parameters while designing 

prosody model for any language specific speech synthesis 

system. In [16], a multi level context dependent prosodic 

model has been defined to estimate the linguistic units that 

contribute for the variations of prosodic parameters on each 

level independently. By adopting this method performance is 

improved in terms of both better duration predictions and 

relative prediction error. In [17], an improved HMM (Hidden 

Markov Model) has been proposed in order to overcome the 

drawback of present HMM based synthesis that lacks variation 

in prosodic parameters. In [20], an external duration model 

which is one of the important parts of any prosodic model was 

used to analyze three different approaches to improve the 

quality of speech in HMM based speech synthesis systems. 

The three different approaches are an explicit duration 

approach, implicit duration approach and hybrid approach. The 

results were comparable that, in explicit duration approach, 

better estimation of phone duration was obtained. In implicit 

approach, phone duration was not better compared to explicit 

approach.  The hybrid approach takes the advantages of 

previous approaches.  A linguistic oriented approach is adopted 

to extract high level linguistic features from the text to improve 

prosody modeling. The work [19] carried out by (Yu-Lun 

Chou et al., 2010) shows significant exploration of prosodic 

information when PLM (prosody labeling and modeling) 

method was used for spontaneous speech applications. Table. 1 

highlights the strength and weaknesses of each prosody 

modeling technique. 

TABLE 1.  Comparison and Discussion  

Technique Strength Weakness 

Rule based 

approach 

Requires fewer 

resources. 

Prescriptive in 

nature. 

Does not work for 

large amount of data. 

Statistical 

approach 

Large amount of data 

can be tested. 

Data sparsity. 

Less applicable for 

real data sets. 

Lacks optimization. 

Hybrid 

approach 

Combines advantages 

of both rule based 

and statistical 

approach. 

Language that lacks 

punctuation need to 

use other features 

like morpheme tag. 

Context 

dependent 

model 

prosodic forms can 

be jointly observed  

and each prosodic 

level  can be modeled 

and controlled 

independently from 

each other 

Degradation in 

relative error 

performance and not 

suitable for 

laboratory speech 

Labeling 

and 

modeling 

approach 

Able to obtain rich 

prosodic information 

Most appropriate 

only in dialog corpus 

Any 

prosodic 

model in 

HMM 

based 

system 

Better prosodic 

information, best 

suited for Unit 

selection paradigm, 

able to achieve 

Intelligible speech 

Appropriate work to 

be carried out for 

bringing naturalness 

bearing speech. 

 

5. PROSODY MODELING IN VARIOUS 

SYNTHESIS SYSTEMS 
Prosody modeling is applicable to many other synthesis 

systems like Concept-to-speech, Emotional speech synthesis 

and Table-to-speech synthesis, etc. The great challenge of 

browsing complex data tables has been addressed using diction 

based prosody modeling in [21].Table-to-speech synthesis 

needs proper navigation manner and semantic structure of data 

understanding. For this, a set of prosodic parameters was 

derived and analyzed in concern with phrase accent tones and 

pauses without violating consistency in cell content and visual 

structure. Prosody model significantly contributes to emotional 

speech synthesis systems is evident from [22] and [23]. In [22], 

the pitch contour is decomposed into hierarchical structure 

having sentence, prosodic word and syllable/ sub syllable level. 

It has been observed that, such hierarchical prosodic structure 

reduces the prediction error in the model. The use of Discrete 

Legendre polynomial coefficient for pitch contour conversion 

function, GMM for prosodic word level conversion, Linear 

regression based clustering for sub syllable level features  put 

together improves the prosodic conversion in Mean square 

Error measure. In [23], it has been clearly stated the 

importance of prosody modeling for emotional speech 

synthesis system by investigating whether prosodic features 

alone can attain appropriateness (emotional expression in 

concern with verbal content) and efficiency (emotional 

expression in concern with speaker’s attitude) in 

communications. The result obtained shows that the prosody 

features helps to obtain meaningful results for some emotions 

but proves that not necessary to use special emotional rich 

corpus. 
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6.  CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, the various techniques used for prosody modeling 

for Text to Speech synthesis systems were analyzed. The tools 

that are used for developing prosody model are also 

highlighted. The issues, advantages and disadvantages of each 

method found out that the scope for research in prosody 

modeling is highly expected to provide high quality Text-to-

Speech synthesis systems. The challenges that have been 

identified may be over aid with the help of linguistic experts 

and technical expert’s effort. Prosody modeling has its 

significance not only in Text-to-Speech synthesis systems but, 

also in other systems like Table-to-Speech and emotional 

speech synthesis systems are also analyzed and highlighted. 

Hence, the future research is focused in developing the 

prosodic model to improve the quality of speech synthesis 

systems. 
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